Expert system for multi-stage cold-forging process design with a re-designing algorithm
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Industrial summary

Cold forging has recently become one of the competitive technologies in manufacturing. In order to improve the productivity of cold forging at low production cost, an integrated systems approach is necessary in handling the material preparation and the optimum process design considering the forming machines, tooling, and operation, including quality control. As the first step toward this approach, an expert system for multi-stage cold-forging process design for axi-symmetric geometries with or without a hole in one end has been developed using Prolog language on IBM 486 PC. The system consists of a user interface, a system shell, a material data-base, and a design rule-base. According to the given input data, the system generates the forgeable geometry and the basic process design, depending on the initial billet size and material or the order of upsetting and forward extrusion. In addition, it can provide a flexible process re-design based on either the reduction in the number of forming sequences by combining the possible two processes in sequence, or the reduction of deviation of the distribution and the level of the required forming loads at the last forging step by controlling the forming ratios. The required forming loads and global strain distributions at each step are calculated and displayed on a PC monitor. The designed process sequences can be obtained by AutoCAD or a text file including the dimensions of the drawing. The system developed will be useful in reducing trial-and-error by design engineers in determining the diameter and height of the initial cylindrical billet from the final product geometry and the intermediate necessary sequences.

1. Introduction

Multi-stage cold forging of axi-symmetric parts consists of several processes of shearing, sizing, upsetting or heading, forward and backward extrusion, punching, etc. The process design depends on the characteristics of such processes. Cold forging has its major advantages for making axi-symmetric parts of small or medium sizes on multi-stage automatic forging machines or on conventional presses in several steps. It can produce parts with good surface finish, dimensional accuracy and improved mechanical properties, and also eliminate extra post-processing such as trimming and machining. However, the economy of producing defect-free cold-forged parts relies on the mechanism of the die design of the sequential processes, which has been heavily dependent on the level of skill of die design engineers based on their working experience. Therefore, the automatic design of process sequences for multi-stage cold forging operations is of importance.
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According to recent development of computer technology, the application of computers in manufacturing has been growing rapidly in the area of CAD/CAM(Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing), CAE(Computer Aided Engineering), CAPP(Computer Aided Process Planning), and numerical simulations of manufacturing processes using numerical techniques. In the area of process planning of forming processes, a number of developments have been reported after pioneering work by Niebel [1] and Barker [2] in the late 1960s. In the 1970s, Akgerman and Altan [3] developed a CAD system for hot forging, Biswas and Knight [4] extending their work. The system developed is, in general, composed of several modules to assist the users in generating forging design rules that are incorporated into the programs and formulated on the basis of grouping relations and process limitations relevant to each operations [5-12].

In addition, due to the development of knowledge treatment technique, knowledge based manufacturing systems have become popular, based on qualitative and ambiguous human experiences. In these systems, expert system [13], neural network or fuzzy theory [14, 15], and
artificial intelligence [16] are used with the help of the operator's skill. It is widely known that the expert system has emerged as one of the most active and fruitful areas for research in the application of human knowledge for problems which do not lend themselves to solution by conventional methods because of a lack of quantitative data regarding the input-output relations. Expert systems can therefore provide a user-friendly, flexible, intelligent solution to the kind of problem involving complex logic which occurs in engineering, automatic generation of sequence design for multi-stage cold forging being a good example.

In the present investigation, an expert system that can determine the number and the geometries of the intermediate steps in the multi-stage cold forging of axisymmetric geometries with or without a hole in one end has been developed, the program being developed using Prolog language on a IBM 486 PC. The system consists of a user interface, a system shell, a material data-base, and a rule-base. The system shell has graphic, input and output modules, an inference engine and a working memory. In order to make the system more flexible, the material database and rule-base are separated from the system shell, being obtained from materials handbooks, references, and interviews with die-design engineers [17, 18]. According to the given input data, the expert system developed can produce the basic process design depending on the initial billet size and material, or the order of upsetting and forward extrusion, and the flexible process re-design based on either reduction of the number of sequences by combining the possible two processes in sequence, or reduction of deviation of the distribution and the level of the required forging loads at the last forging step by controlling the forming ratios. It also has the function of displaying the required forging load and level of strain at each step and of producing the output of the designed process sequences using AutoCAD or a text-file. Several examples demonstrate the capability of the expert system developed are discussed later in the paper.

2. Overall structure of the system developed

The overall structure of the expert system developed is depicted in Fig. 1, the system being written in Prolog language on an IBM 486 PC. It is composed of a system shell including input and output modules, and an inference engine. The material data-base and rule-base are separated from the system shell such that a new material data-base or rule-base can be augmented easily with the developed system without modifying the system shell. The process design was obtained from the system by the following procedures.

Once the final product geometry and the material type are provided as input, the expert system determines the forging sequences using the design rules stored in the rule-base directory. The current program can handle axisymmetric cylindrical geometries with decreasing diameter in one or both ends or a cylindrical shape with decreasing diameter having a hole on the top. Since the program structure has individual rule-bases for solid and hollow cylinders, each rule-base is applied according to the given geometry. Based on the designed forging sequences, the dimension, forming strain, and load are calculated accordingly. The designed process sequences and the calculated processing data can be displayed on the PC monitor or stored in the form of a output file.

2.1. Input: product geometry and material

The input data covers the final product geometry and the material type. The basic shape element used for describing the geometry is conical, as given in Fig. 2. The final product geometry can be divided into several basic elements according to the diameter. Users should provide the diameter of the top surface (Do), the diameter of the bottom surface (D1), the height of the basic element (L), the diameter of the hole on the top (Hd0), the diameter of the hole on the bottom (Hd1), the diameter of the hole on the top (H1), and the depth of the hole on the top (H1). By changing these data the necessary geometries can be obtained automatically.
DO : diameter of top surface
DI : diameter of bottom surface
L : height of the element
HdO : diameter of hole on top
Hdl : diameter of hole on bottom
H1 : depth of hole on top

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of input data and schematic geometry of basic element.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horiz_line</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert_line</td>
<td></td>
<td>Convex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapered_line</td>
<td></td>
<td>Concave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex_arc</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bolt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concave_arc</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Schematic description of line and area segments.

The holes are described by identifying the dimensions of HdO, Hdl, and H1, irrespective of the circumscribing element geometry. The user can provide the input data interactively using the PC monitor. Once the input data are completely given, then the input data file is generated. Another way of providing the geometry input data for complex shapes is explained in section 2.3.

After typing in the input data, the material type can be selected from the menu on PC monitor, the available materials including steel, aluminum, copper, and their alloys. The material property and the design limiting value for deformation of the material are transferred automatically from the data-base directory to the working memory once any of them is selected.

2.2. Determination of the geometry group

Based on the given input data, the geometry group of the final product is determined, the geometry group representing a family of geometry types that can be produced by similar forging sequences. The current system has two geometry groups, one being a solid cylinder with decreasing diameter in one or both ends (solid) and the other a solid cylinder with decreasing diameter in one end having a hole on the top surface (hollow). Each group has an individual rule-base. Once the group is determined, the relevant rule-base is available in the working memory.

The advantages of utilizing individual rule-base for each geometry group are as follows: (i) the expendability and flexibility of rule-base are better; (ii) the size of necessary rule-base to be used becomes small; (iii) since the appropriate rule-base is available in the working memory based on the final product geometry, a possible mistake of using similar rules will be greatly reduced; and (iv) the computation time is reduced by decreasing the number of rules to be traced in determining the right rule.

2.3. Determination of the forgeable geometry

The expert system developed has a module which can generate the forgeable geometry from the given input geometry of the final product. This module uses a line segment as an input produce the forgeable geometry using an area segment by modifying the final product geometry, as shown in Fig. 3. For indicating the line segment, the coordinates of the starting and ending points are given and for arcs the coordinate of the center location and the arc radius are given. In the system developed, the given input data using a line segment are transformed into the area segment to represent the final product geometry, as shown in Fig. 3. From this example it can be seen that the method is effective as an input element in representing the final complex product geometry compared to the method mentioned earlier in Section 2.1. Once the transformation of the line segment to the area segment is completed, the input data file used for the process sequence design is generated automatically.

Determination of the forgeable geometry is one of the most crucial stages in multistage cold-forging process design. The forgeable geometry is obtained by removing under-cuts, small steps or unforgeable fillets, and holes which are much larger or smaller than the outside diameter of the final products: a typical example is given in Figs. 4 and 5. For the backward-extrusion case, a hole requiring less than 20% of the backward extrusion ratio will be removed. If the diameter of the hole requires the extrusion ratios to be greater than 75% then the diameter is reduced.

2.4. Determination of the initial billet size

The initial billet is assumed to be cylindrical and the optimum initial diameter of the billet required to produce defect-free final parts is determined by calculating the volume of the final forgeable part geometry as determined from the previous step. The procedure used in
Fig. 4. Final product geometry with unforgeable sections.

Fig. 5. Forgeable geometry obtained by the developed system for the same final product geometry of Fig. 4.
determining the optimum diameter of the initial billet for the solid parts is as follows:

1. Determine the maximum and minimum diameters of the billet with which the minimum or maximum diameters of the deforming elements of the previously-determined forgeable geometry can be obtained by single extrusion or upsetting within the limiting extrusion or upsetting ratios, respectively.

2. Determine the greatest diameter of the deforming elements amongst which when the height of the element is greater than the diameter of the same element.

3. If the previously-determined greatest diameter has a value of between the maximum and the minimum diameters, the greatest diameter is selected as the optimum diameter. If not, the next greatest diameter is selected and the former procedure is repeated. If there is no satisfactory value, then the next step is proceeded to.

4. In this case, users can select a value between the maximum and minimum diameters according to their knowledge or preference.

Similar procedures are applied to the hollow-cylinder group. For this group, in order to minimize the number of the sequences, the optimum initial billet diameter is chosen from the diameter of the element through which the hole from the top does not pass and for which the height is greater than the diameter of that element. In this case, this value should lie between the maximum and minimum diameters determined by step (1).

For either group, solid or hollow, any value between the maximum and minimum diameters can be used in the expert system developed according to the users convenience. Since, in practice, the initial billet is provided in the form of hot coil from the steel mill, preferably the closest diameter to optimum values will be used.

2.5. Process-sequence design

Once the initial billet size is determined, a sequence of multi-stage forming processes will be determined. The sequence design is performed by using the forward-chaining technique and the material data-base and rule-base, as follows. If the diameter of the final product geometry is greater than the initial billet diameter, upsetting is applied, otherwise forward extrusion is applied. If there is a hole from either end, backward extrusion is applied. The designed process and the number of deforming element are stored in the working memory in order to be able to reproduce the proper information when necessary.

The forging sequence can be changed based on the die designer’s experience. For a cylindrical billet with a decreasing diameter towards one end, forward extrusion is applied first, followed by upsetting. However, upsetting can be applied first due to the necessity for the extraction of compressed air and to reduce die manufacturing cost. Similarly, the sequence of forward extrusion and upsetting can be exchanged for one end only, for the solid-cylinder group with a decreasing diameter towards both ends. For the hollow group, a hole is formed in the last stage by backward extrusion and the intermediate forging steps can be determined by applying the design rules.

2.6. Calculation of effective strain and forming load

Once the forming sequences are determined, the effective strain distribution at each element for each forming step is calculated by comparing the dimensional change of each deforming element, as follows:

$$\bar{\varepsilon} = \ln \left| \frac{L_1}{L_0} \right|$$

Here, $L_0$ and $L_1$ are the lengths of the deforming element before and after deformation, respectively. This equation can be transformed by the diameter ratios due to incompressibility of the material. The calculated element-wise strain values are accumulated on the appropriate elements continuously.

The forming loads required were calculated by Eqs. (2) and (3) for upsetting and forward or backward extrusion, respectively [19].

For upsetting,

$$L = \frac{\pi \tau f}{4H} \left( \frac{1}{3} D_0^4 + D_0 D_1^2 + \frac{2}{3} D_1^3 \right) + \frac{\pi}{4} (D_0^4 - D_1^4) p_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

For extrusion,

$$L = \bar{\sigma}_0 A_0 (3.45 \ln R + 1.15).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here, $\tau_f$ represents the constant frictional shear stress, $D_0$ is the outer diameter of the cylinder, $D_1$ is the inner diameter of the cylinder, $H$ is the height of the cylinder, and $p_0$ is the pressure at the outer diameter. When the cylinder is not deformed, the initial yield stress is used, the flow stress being used otherwise. In Eq. (3), $\bar{\sigma}_0$ represents the average flow stress, $A_0$ the area of the deforming element before extrusion applied, and $R = A_0/A_1$ the area ratio for before and after extrusion.

The average flow stress $\bar{\sigma}_0$ can be determined as follows when the stress and strain relationship is given by Eq. (4),

$$\bar{\sigma} = K \bar{\varepsilon}^n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\bar{\sigma}_0 = \frac{\int \bar{\sigma} \, d\bar{\varepsilon}}{\bar{\varepsilon}_2 - \bar{\varepsilon}_1} = \frac{K}{n + 1} \left( \frac{\bar{\varepsilon}_2^{n+1} - \bar{\varepsilon}_1^{n+1}}{\bar{\varepsilon}_2 - \bar{\varepsilon}_1} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here, $K$ is the material constant and $n$ is the strain-hardening exponent. $\bar{\varepsilon}_1$ and $\bar{\varepsilon}_2$ represent the strain values before and after deformation at a particular element, respectively. In Eq. (5), thus, strain hardening is included. The lubrication coefficient, $\mu_f$, is assumed to be constant.
as 0.04 during deformation, although it can vary in the
program.

2.7. Output

The designed process sequence and dimensions, including the calculated forming strains and loads, can be displayed on the PC monitor and stored as a text file or a commercial AutoCAD file to produce a hard copy of the drawing for forging.

3. Redesigning algorithm

In order to determine the optimum process sequence design, several parameters such as the total number of stages, strain distribution and load requirement, tooling cost and life, etc., should be considered. Since these parameters are coupled together, a decision is very complex to make and formulate. Thus, in the present investigation a re-designing algorithm was proposed and implemented in the system in order to reduce the number of forming stages and element-wise deviation in the total load requirement at the last stage of deformation by combining possible stages in sequence and/or adjusting the forming ratios, the initial billet size, and the forming order.

The re-designing algorithm consists of basic and applied re-design. The basic re-design algorithm covers the case when the initial billet size or material and the order of forming stages are changed, whilst the applied re-design works for the case of reducing the number of stages and making the element-wise load requirements relatively even. With this re-designing scheme the expert system developed can produce more economical multi-stage process design for cold forging.

3.1. Basic re-design

The multi-stage cold forging of axi-symmetric parts investigated in this study consists of a combination of shearing, upsetting or heading, forward and backward extrusion. The basic design rules for upsetting and forward and backward extrusion used in the present investigation are as follows.

(1) The forward extrusion ratio, \( R_1 \), backward extrusion ratio, \( R_2 \), and upsetting ratio, \( R_3 \) are defined individually by

\[
R_1 = \ln(A_0/A_1), \quad R_2 = d^2/D^2, \quad R_3 = L_u/D_u.
\]

Here, \( A_0 \) represents the cross-sectional area of the material before extrusion, \( A_1 \) the cross-sectional area of the material after extrusion, \( D \) the outer diameter of the backward-extruded material, \( d \) the inner diameter of the hole of the extruded material, \( L_u \) the length of the unsupported section, and \( D_u \) the diameter of this section.

(2) If \( R_1 \) is less than the limiting value for open forward extrusion, \( R_2 \) is less than the limiting value for trapped extrusion, and \( R_3 \) is less than 0.2, then the element is deformed by single open forward extrusion and trapped extrusion by two blows.

(3) If \( R_1 \) is greater than the limiting value for open forward extrusion and less than the limiting value for trapped extrusion, the element will be formed by trapped extrusion.

(4) If \( R_1 \) is greater than the limiting value for trapped extrusion and less than the sum of the limiting values for open and trapped forward extrusion, the element will be formed by single open forward extrusion and trapped forward extrusion.

(5) If \( R_1 \) is greater than the sum of the limiting values for open and trapped forward extrusion and less than twice of the sum of the limiting values for open and trapped forward extrusion, the element is formed by single open forward extrusion and trapped forward extrusion by two blows.

(6) If \( R_3 \) is greater than 0.2 and less than 0.75 and the depth of the hole is less than three times the hole diameter, the hole in the element is deformed by single backward extrusion.

(7) If the hole can not be formed by backward extrusion only, a smaller-sized hole is formed as an intermediate step and then the final dimension is formed by cup extrusion. In this case, the hole diameter at the intermediate step is limited to \( 4/3 \) times the final hole diameter.

(8) If \( R_3 \) is less than 2.3, the element is deformed by single upsetting.

(9) If \( R_3 \) is greater than 2.3 and less than 4.5, the element is deformed by upsetting by two blows.

(10) When the element is deformed by upsetting by two blows, then the conical perform shape is obtained by the first upsetting.

(11) The diameter of the cylindrical billet after upsetting is limited to \( 2.2 \) times the diameter of the cylindrical billet before upsetting.

When the initial dimension or the material of the billet and the order of upsetting and forward extrusion steps are changed, the designed process sequence will vary accordingly, based on these design rules. The variation of the order of upsetting and forward extrusion is relevant to the die manufacturing and the formability of the material. As a result of this re-designing operation the appropriate forming process can be obtained for the same final part geometry.

3.2. Applied re-design: reduction in the number of processes

In the basic design process, deformation occurs within a single cylindrical element at each stage of deformation. Thus, the same number of deforming stages as the number of deforming elements are required to obtain the final geometry. Since in practice the forming stages are, in general, limited by the machine capacity, it is required to combine the several stages of forward extrusion and upsetting or the forward and backward extrusion together. In the present investigation, the applied re-design
algorithm has been developed for the purpose of this. As shown in Fig. 6, the available merged processes are double extrusion, multiple upsetting, and combined forward and backward extrusion, which are obtained by applying the following design rules.

1. Double extrusion is applied only when forward extrusion processes are required in sequence and the open forward extrusion is applied at the end.
2. Multiple upsetting is applied only when the upsetting ratio is less than 2.3.
3. When the upsetting ratio is greater than 2.3 and less than 4.5, upsetting is applied by two blows in order to avoid buckling in the deforming material. In this case, multiple upsetting can not be applied at the first upsetting stage.
4. Combined extrusion is applied only when forward and backward extrusions are required in sequence and the extrusion ratios for these are within the limiting values for the material in the data-base of the system.
5. The forming load for the merged process is determined by the summation of individual forming loads before combination.

3.3. Applied re-design: re-distribution of forming load

When the forming load is not distributed evenly at each stage of deformation during multi-stage cold forging or its magnitude is too great, local die failure might be likely and die life will be reduced due to the non-uniformity and level of the die stresses. If die failure occurs at particular stage of deformation, the die set should be changed. Therefore, it is required to distribute the forming load at each stage of deformation relatively evenly without increasing the number of forming stages. In order to solve this problem, a re-designing algorithm has been developed in the present investigation by controlling the extrusion ratios or upsetting ratios and combining forming sequences. Since the die manufacturing cost and tooling are dependent on the number of forming stages, the combination of the possible forming sequences is preferable although this makes the forming load increase. The re-designing algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 and the re-designing rules are as follows.

1. The forming load ranges are defined as \([x, y]\) by

\[
x = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i}{N} - \max(L_i) / 4 \right),
\]

\[
y = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i}{N} + \max(L_i) / 4 \right).
\]

Here, \(L_i\) represents the forming load requirement at the \(i\)th step and \(N\) the total number of steps required. The value of \((x - y)\) is equal to half the maximum forming load requirement during deformation and the arithmetic average of \([x, y]\) is equal to the numerical average of the forming loads for the designed forming sequences.

2. Determine the forming step where the forming load required is not included in the region of \([x, y]\). Re-designing consists of two cases, forming-ratio control and combination of forming sequences. When \(L_i\) is not included in the region of \([x, y]\), forming-ratio control is applied, and when \(L_i\) and \(L_{i+1}\) are less than \(x\) and \(L_i + L_{i+1}\) is
included in the region of \([x, y]\), the combination of forming sequences is applied.

(3) When forming-ratio control is used, the diameter of the deforming element is changed as follows. In order to reduce the forming-load deviation, the latter is determined by finding the minimum value of \(F(D_i)\), which is defined by

\[
F(D_i) = L_{i}(D_i) - L_{i+1}(D_i)
\]

or

\[
F(D_i) = L_{i-1}(D_i) - L_{i}(D_i)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Here, \(D_i\) and \(L_i(D_i)\) represent the diameter and forming load required for the deforming element at the \(i\)th step, respectively. The forming loads were calculated by Eqs. (2) and (3), depending on the processes. \(D_i\) at which \(F(D_i)\) becomes minimum was determined by the applying equal interval search technique [20].

(4) When the summation of forming loads of merged forming sequences are included in the region of \([x, y]\) and the design rules for combination as described in Section 3.2 are satisfied, the combination of forming sequences is carried out as shown in Fig. 6.

4. Results and discussion

The results obtained from the application of the system developed are illustrated in the following. In Fig. 8 is shown designed forming sequence for a solid cylinder made of AISI1010 with decreasing diameter at one end. The initial billet diameter was calculated as 12 mm from the system. It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 that the number of forming sequences is increased from 6 to 7 when the initial billet diameter is changed from 12 to 14 mm. In Fig. 10 the forming sequence designed for the same final geometry as that of Fig. 8 is given when the material is changed from AISI1010 to AISI1045. From this figure it was determined that the number of forming sequence is increased from 6 to 8 due to the change of forming limit of the material.

In Figs. 11 and 12, the forming sequences designed for a solid cylinder with decrease in diameter at both ends are given. In these figures, the order of forward extrusion and upsetting during deformation is exchanged and the distributions of forming load and strain are shown on the bottom and right-hand sides of the PC monitor, respectively. When forward extrusion at the end, upsetting and forward extrusion at the top of the billet were applied in that order, as shown in Fig. 11, the maximum strain value was 2.4. When upsetting was applied at the last stage, it was reduced to 0.9 because of decrease of strain hardening during deformation. In addition, the strain and forming-load distributions in Fig. 12 became more uniform, compared to the results in Fig. 11.

For the hollow case for All100 with an initial billet diameter of 15 mm, the forming order can be switched before the application of backward extrusion, when

![Fig. 8. Sequence designed for a solid part with decreasing diameter at one end (billet diameter = 12 mm, material = AISI 1010).](image-url)
Fig. 9. Sequence designed using different billet size for the same geometry as that of Fig. 8 (billet diameter = 14 mm, material = AISI 1010).

Fig. 10. Sequence designed using different material for the same geometry as that of Fig. 8 (billet diameter = 12 mm, material = AISI 1045).
Fig. 11. Sequence designed for the solid part with decreasing diameter at both ends (billet diameter = 14 mm, material = AISI 1010).

Fig. 12. Sequence designed for the same geometry as that of Fig. 11 when forward extrusion at both ends was applied before upsetting (billet diameter = 14 mm, material = AISI 1010). (‘tons’ are metric tons of 1000 kg).
single backward extrusion is necessary in forming the hole, as shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen in this figure that the dimensions of the designed process can be checked from the PC monitor. When the hole cannot be formed by single backward extrusion, the forming orders cannot be changed, as shown in Fig. 14. In this case, the forming sequences designed were composed of forward extrusion, backward extrusion, cup extrusion, and upsetting.

Some examples of the application of re-designing algorithms are given in Figs. 15–18. In Fig. 15, the third and fourth forward extrusion processes and the last two upsetting steps used in forming of the same final geometry of Fig. 12 were merged together. Fig. 16 was obtained by applying the re-designing algorithm to the case of Fig. 14. From this figure it was found that whilst the original design required 7 steps of forming stages the new re-design required only 4 steps by applying double cup extrusion and multi-upsetting.

Fig. 17 shows the results obtained after applying the re-designing algorithm to make the forming requirement relatively even for the same geometry as that of Fig. 14. As mentioned in the previous section, this result was obtained by using the forming-load range of [34.7, and 68.9]. If this range is changed to [40.4, 63.2] then the maximum forging load is reduced from 68.3 to 62.4 metric tons by controlling the forming ratios, as shown in Fig. 18. By comparing the results shown in Figs. 14, 17, and 18, it was found that the determination of the appropriate forming load ranges is extremely important in reducing the maximum forming load and the deviation of forming loads at the last stages of deformation without increasing the total number of forming stages.

In Fig. 19, the output of CAD drawing obtained using AutoCAD is shown: the output can be stored in a text file also.

5. Conclusions

In the present investigation, a flexible expert system for multi-stage cold-forging process design of axi-symmetric solid and hollow parts with a re-designing algorithm to reduce the number of forming steps and the deviation of forming loads at the final stage of deformation was developed successfully. The system developed consists of basic design and re-design functions. In the basic re-design process, the system designs the forming sequences according to the initial billet size and material type, and the order of forming sequences. The applied re-design algorithm was developed for reducing the number of forming steps and the deviation of forming loads at the last stages of deformation by combining feasible forming sequences and controlling the forming ratios. Thus, the system developed can be used for reducing...
Fig. 14. Sequence designed for a hollow part when the hole can not be forged by single backward extrusion (billet diameter = 13.58 mm, materia = AISI 1010). ('tons' are metric tons of 1000 kg).

Fig. 15. Sequence re-designed by reducing the number of processes of Fig. 12.
DESIGNED PROCESS SEQUENCE

Fig. 16. Sequence re-designed by reducing the number of processes of Fig. 14.

STRAIN DISTRIBUTION & FORMING LOAD

Fig. 17. Sequence re-designed for the same process as that of Fig. 14 using forging load ranges of [34.7, 68.9] to make the load distributions approximately even ('tons' are metric tons of 1000 kg).
Fig. 18. Sequence re-designed for the same process as that of Fig. 14 using forging load ranges of [40.4, 63.2] to make the load distributions approximately even. ('tons' are metric tons of 1000 kg).

Fig. 19. Output of CAD drawing for the process sequence designed (dimensions: mm).
trial-and-error by design engineers in determining the diameter and height of the initial cylindrical billet from the final product geometry and the intermediate necessary sequences. In order to improve the usage of the program developed, accumulation of various rule-bases and material data-bases by interview of design engineers is beneficial.
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